Health: Mental Health

HealthWire reaches health and biotech reporters and analysts as well as newspapers and other local media in your specified geographic circuit area. Each circuit includes value-added reach to disclosure destinations, your choice of trade and industry media, and full-text posting to Internet portals and sites, financial systems, online services and databases.

**Health: Mental Health**

**Magazines & Periodicals**

- Addiction Professional Magazine
- ADDitude Magazine
- Behavioral Healthcare Magazine
- bphope Magazine
- Energy Magazine
- Journal of Applied Psychology
- Journal of Experimental Psychology
- Journal of Occupational Health
- Pharmacology, Biochemistry and Behavior
- Preserving Your Memory Magazine
- PsychCRITIQUES
- Psych Congress Network
- Psychiatric News
- Psychiatric Times
- Psychological Science Psychology
- Psychopharmacology Update
- Psychotherapy Networker
- Social Work Today
- The Journal of Clinical Psychiatry
- The National Psychologist
- The Primary Care Companion to the Journal of Clinical Psychiatry
- The Psychoanalytic Review
- Treatment Magazine

**Radio**

- WWNN-AM/FM

**Online**

- AFA Care Quarterly
- CommonHealth
- Healio.com/Psychiatric Annals
- HealthyPlace.com
- MedicalResearch.com
- Medscape.com
- OPENMINDS.com
- PsychCentral.com
- RTSleepWorld.com
- SideEffectsPublicMedia.org
- Sober.com
- ADDiva Network, The